The normal procedure for numerical simulation of exponentially correlated colored noise is superseded by the novel algorithm presented here. A differential algorithm is replaced by an integral algorithm which is faster, more accurate, and permits the use of longer step sizes.
The straightforward way to obtain exponentially correlated colored noise to drive Eq. (1) instead of using g is to replace (1) with the pair of equations x=f(x)+e, E' -A, E'+~g w (8) (9) in which g is still Gaussian, white noise in accord with (2) and (3). The driven noise e is now exponentially correlated colored noise (Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process) with the properties (e(t)) =0, [ (e(t)e(s) ) ) =DR, exp( -A it -si ), (10) in which I ) denotes averaging over the distribution of initial eo values which is given by This secondary averaging is essential for the stationary correlation given in (11). Clearly, A, is the correlation time for the colored noise. Once again, the Box-Mueller algorithm can be used to realize both (12) and the g in (9). This yields the Euler version of the integration of (8) and (9) given by which completely determines all of its statistical features because of the Gaussian quality. The white-noise quality m =random number, Step size h, t =10~s and correlation time A, '=2. 5X10 ' s.
The open circles are on the exact curve and the lower curve is the average over 100 realizations of the algorithm.
III. INTEGRAL ALGORITHM FOR COLORED NOISE
(h'(t, ht)) =DR,(1 -e '"~') .
In addition to the motivation expressed in the last sentence of Sec. II, three other motivations lead us to the integral algorithm presented below. A laser-noise study was done using an algorithm for colored noise which putatively produced the colored noise directly and efficiently without integrating an equation such as (9).
Study of this algorithm showed that the stated algorithm did not generate a Gaussian process, but it did suggest how to do so, and resulted in the algorithm given below.
In addition, discussion of noise algorithms resulted in the suggestion that an integrated version of the algorithm would be more eScient. Finally, Horsthemke also suggested that an integrated form of the algorithm should exist and would work both faster and more accurately. (s) =e "~'e(t)+h(t, bt), {24) e(t+bt)=e "+ "e{0}+A, dse "+ ' 'g (s) . After Eq. (29), the algorithm loops back to Eq. (26) and continues as long as one would like. Equations (26) - (29) replace Eqs. (16), (17), (20) (16), (17), (20), and (21) 
